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23. Responding a Two-over-One
when you shouldn’t — the Rule of 14
There’s a big difference between
responding at the One-level and at
the Two-level eg 1♣-1♦ v 1♥-2♦. A
“One-over-One” response can be
made with six points; even a
shapely four or five point hand can
be upgraded. A “Two-over-One” is
a much more serious proposition.
Bear in mind you are forcing part-
ner to bid again and may not have
a fit — there’s a big danger of get-
ting too high.

To avoid overbidding, you
should respond a Two-over-One
only when you satisfy the Rule of
14. Add the number of cards in
your long suit (ie the lower-ranked
suit you wish to bid at the Two-
level) to the number of high-card
points in your whole hand. If you
get to 14, you’re okay to bid a Two-
over-One. Fail the Rule of 14 and
another alternative must be found.

What Happened
After South  fell for the temptation
to bid their hearts immediately,
the unsavoury contract of 2♠ was
reached. Sparing you the details,
declarer ended up three down. 

What Should Have Happened
After a controlled auction to 2♥,
you win West’s ♣K lead with ♣A.
Hoping to promote ♥K (East
holding ♥A), you cross to ♦K and
lead ♥5 to ♥6, ♥K and ♥9 (good).
You now lead ♥2. East wins ♥J
and leads ♣8. West wins ♣QJ10,
East discarding ♦96. You win
West’s next play of ♦Q with
dummy’s ♦A. To return to hand,
you cash ♠A, ruff ♠3 then lead
♥3, and watch ♥Q and ♥A crash.
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Contract: 2♠ (by N), Opening Lead: ♣8 

Dealer: North, Vulnerability: Neither

N

W E
S

♠AJ532
♥5
♦AK73
♣953

1♠ Pass
2♥(1) Pass 2♠(2) end

(1) Oops. Not strong enough for 2♥, failing
the Rule of 14.
(2) Whether North shows their shape (3♦)
or repeats the five-card suit (2♠), N-S
have gone past their last making contract
(2♥). Naturally, North cannot pass 2♥

because partner is unlimited and may have
eg ♠4, ♥A6432, ♦QJ1042, ♣AK, in which
case 7♦ can be made.

What Happened

S W N E

♠6
♥K87432
♦52
♣A742

♠KQ97
♥AJ6
♦10964
♣86

♠1084
♥Q109
♦QJ8
♣KQJ10

What Should Have Happened

S W N E
1♠ Pass

1NT(1) Pass 2♦ Pass
2♥(2) Pass Pass(3) Pass

(1) Yes — failing the Rule of 14, South slows
down the bidding and responds the “dustbin
1NT”, which shows 6-9 pts (and is not a
proper notrump bid in the sense that it does
not say anything about being balanced).
(2) By going via the dustbin 1NT to bid 2♥,
responder is showing a very weak hand
with long hearts (in practice six cards).
(3) North has already shown their 5♠-4♦

shape and must respect partner’s bid.

Contract: 2♥ (by S), Opening Lead: ♣K


